KNFB Reader Enterprise and Portable Scanning Stand

Read print documents aloud with this fully accessible application and stand!

The KNFB Reader Enterprise and Portable Scanning Stand utilizes your phone, or other devices, and an OCR (optical character recognition) app to read print materials. Simply create an account, sign in on the app, and place a phone or device on the portable stand. The stand perfectly aligns the device camera to ensure an optimal picture is taken. Once a document is positioned underneath the device’s camera view, a picture is taken and the text is read aloud. If someone is scanning a chapter of a text book or multiple pages in a row, KNFB Reader and Portable Stand greatly simplifies the process of scanning one photo after another.

Features

• For use with Android, iOS, and Windows devices.
• User can sign in on two devices at a time
• Stand supports multiple phone and device models

To Order

KNFB Reader Enterprise and Portable Scanning Stand 1-08350-00

WARNING: Choking Hazard–Small Parts. Not intended for children ages 5 and under without supervision.

Please visit aph.org to order, to learn more about this product, or to find related products.
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